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Abstract: Fundamental research on direct NO decomposition is still needed for the design of a
sufficiently active, stable and selective catalyst. Co-based mixed oxides promoted by alkali metals
are promising catalysts for direct NO decomposition, but which parameters play the key role in
NO decomposition over mixed oxide catalysts? How do applied preparation conditions affect
the obtained catalyst’s properties? Co4MnAlOx mixed oxides promoted by potassium calcined
at various conditions were tested for direct NO decomposition with the aim to determine their
activity, stability and selectivity. The catalysts were prepared by co-precipitation of the corresponding
nitrates and subsequently promoted by KNO3. The catalysts were characterized by atomic absorption
spectrometry (AAS)/inductive coupled plasma (ICP), X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS), XRD,
N2 physisorption, temperature programmed desorption of CO2 (TPD-CO2), temperature programmed
reduction by hydrogen (TPR-H2), species-resolved thermal alkali desorption (SR-TAD), work function
measurement and STEM. The preparation procedure affects physico-chemical properties of the
catalysts, especially those that are associated with the potassium promoter presence. The addition of
K is essential for catalytic activity, as it substantially affects the catalyst reducibility and basicity—key
properties of a deNO catalyst. However, SR-TAD revealed that potassium migration, redistribution
and volatilization are strongly dependent on the catalyst calcination temperature—higher calcination
temperature leads to potassium stabilization. It also caused the formation of new phases and thus
affected the main properties—SBET, crystallinity and residual potassium amount.

Keywords: nitric oxide; catalytic decomposition; potassium promoter; cobalt-based mixed oxide

1. Introduction

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are produced by anthropogenic activities, mainly by combustion of
fossil fuels in automotive engines and power plants. NO accounts for more than 95% of these
nitrogen oxides emissions [1]. Nowadays, there are two types of technologies that help to reduce NO
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emissions—selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR). However,
in both these processes, a reducing agent (ammonia, urea) has to be used. NO can also be decomposed
directly to N2 and O2. The disadvantage of this simple method is that the reaction takes place at high
temperature (>1100 ◦C) due to the high value of activation energy (~335 kJ/mol) [2]. High activation
energy of NO decomposition can be decreased by the presence of a suitable catalyst.

Many catalysts for direct NO decomposition have been tested; however, none of them have been
sufficiently stable, active and selective at economically feasible temperatures yet. The studied catalysts
are mainly based on precious metals (Pt, Pd, Rh) [3–5], zeolites [6–8] or single [9,10] and mixed oxide
catalysts [11–13]. The results suggest that further increase in catalytic activity would be difficult to
achieve with metals or alloys alone or simple metal oxides. A more active system requires the presence
of different kind of active sites necessary for each individual step of the NO decomposition reaction,
such as NO adsorption, surface reaction of intermediates and oxygen and nitrogen desorption [14,15].
These can be obtained for example in mixed oxides systems.

Co-based mixed oxides promoted by alkali metals were used as catalysts for various reactions
and they showed interesting results in NO decomposition [9,11]. From previous studies, it is known
that alkali metals volatilize from transition metal oxides at temperatures higher than 500 ◦C [16–18],
which could affect long-term stability of the catalyst [11]. The above mentioned results imply that the
stability of alkali metal promoters has to be improved for viable application of these catalysts.

The literature showed that the alkali promoter stability could be improved by modifications of the
preparation procedure. One possibility is changing the way of introducing an alkali metal into the catalyst
(changing the catalyst bulk structure) during synthesis. The calcination procedure of catalyst precursors
is another very important optimizing parameter, since calcination conditions (e.g., temperature, time)
strongly influence the stability of alkali metal-containing catalysts. The advantage of high temperature
calcination of K/Co-Al mixed oxide regarding N2O decomposition was published by Cheng [19].
The rearrangement of the surface alkali metal species depending on the calcination temperature leading
to different stability of the obtained catalytic system was also reported elsewhere [18,20].

For a tailored synthesis of an active catalyst, understanding the reaction mechanism is also
important. Although several works have been devoted to the study of the NOx decomposition
mechanism [2,21–23], details of the mechanisms and the exact nature of active sites, especially for
NO catalytic decomposition on mixed oxides, are still a matter of debate, as well as the relationship
between the method of preparation, physico-chemical properties and catalytic performance. The NO
molecule can adsorb either dissociatively or molecularly depending on the type of active metal and on
the conditions of adsorption; moreover, chemisorption of the reactants can cause adsorbate-induced
reconstruction of the surface [2]. Dissociation of NO on the surface often depends on surface
temperature, surface coverage, crystal plane and the concentration of surface defects [3]. Tsujimoto [24]
along with Hong et al. [25] have recently demonstrated that control of the surface basicity of the catalyst
is also important in terms of enhancing NO decomposition activity. An active catalyst should allow
easy desorption of oxygen atoms from the catalyst surface, which is a very important reaction step.
Moreover, catalysts with appreciable activity for direct NO decomposition should provide stronger
adsorption of nitrogen compared to that of oxygen [26].

The above studies motivated us to prepare the Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide catalyst promoted by
potassium to study its deNO catalytic properties more systematically. The bulk promotion method was
used for modifying the catalyst by potassium, since it is supposed that incorporation of the promoter
into the structure improves the promoter activity and stability [27]. The main objective was the
enhancement of NO catalytic decomposition activity and stability through optimizing the conditions
(calcination temperature and time) of the preparation method and the content of the alkali promoter.

The addition of potassium was proven to be important for catalyst activity. There is an optimal
amount of K responsible for the formation of surface basic sites. The sufficient amount and right
type of basic sites play a key role in direct NO decomposition, as well as optimal catalyst reducibility.
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The SR-TAD measurements clearly showed that potassium migration, redistribution and finally
volatilization are directly linked to the catalyst calcination temperature.

2. Results

2.1. Characterization of Catalysts

2.1.1. Chemical Composition

The results of chemical analysis of selected fresh catalysts promoted by different amount of
potassium, calcined at four different temperatures (500, 600, 700 and 800 ◦C) and for two different time
periods (4 and 12 h) are summarized in Table 1. The calculated molar ratio is close to the values set
during preparation Co:Mn:Al = 4:1:1.

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of selected prepared catalysts.

Sample * Co
(wt.%)

Mn
(wt.%)

Al
(wt.%)

Co:Mn:Al
(Molar Ratio)

K(II)/500/4 52.8 11.2 5.1 4.0:0.9:0.8
K(II)/600/4 49.7 11.9 5.4 4.0:1.0:1.0
K(II)/700/4 51.5 11.4 5.4 4.0:1.0:0.9
K(II)/800/4 45.1 12.0 5.6 4.0:1.1:1.1
K(I)/500/12 48.1 11.7 5.3 4.0:1.0:1.0
K(II)/500/12 44.2 11.3 5.1 4.0:1.1:1.0
K(III)/500/12 46.9 11.0 5.5 4.0:1.0:1.0
K(IV)/500/12 51.0 10.5 5.4 4.0:0.9:0.9

K(0)/600/4 51.0 16.0 6.4 4.0:1.3:1.1

* Sample denotation: K(x)/y/z, where x means K content in wt.%, y means calcination temperature (◦C) and z means
calcination time (h). For details, see Section 4.1.

Chemical analysis was also focused on the content of potassium, since its loss due to thermal
vaporization was expected [28] (Table 2). A decrease of K concentration was observed with increasing
calcination temperature and calcination time. While the increase in temperature from 500 to 600 ◦C
caused almost no decrease in K amount, 20% of K weight was lost during calcination at 700 and
800 ◦C (4 h). The prolonged calcination time also caused a small drop in K amount (see samples
K(II)/500/4 and K(II)/500/12). It is important to notice that simply comparing the potassium content in
wt.% is not possible because of the associated oxygen release from the catalysts during calcination at
high temperatures.

Table 2. Selected experimental parameters (K content, specific surface area, particle size and unit cell
parameter) for the investigated fresh and used catalysts.

Sample Kfresh
(wt.%)

Kused
(wt.%)

SBET fresh
(m2/g)

SBET used
(m2/g)

Lc fresh
(nm)

afresh
(nm)

K(II)/500/4 2.1 1.8 94 33 9 0.81163 ± 0.00004
K(II)/600/4 2.0 2.0 72 23 12 0.81075 ± 0.00007
K(II)/700/4 2.0 1.8 50 21 16 0.81485 ± 0.00004
K(II)/800/4 1.6 1.4 23 16 28 0.81512 ± 0.00004
K(I)/500/12 0.7 0.6 73 42 10 0.81079 ± 0.00010
K(II)/500/12 1.9 1.8 87 32 13 0.81085 ± 0.00011
K(III)/500/12 2.4 2.5 73 44 12 0.81051 ± 0.00005
K(IV)/500/12 3.1 2.7 69 40 13 0.81051 ± 0.00005

K(0)/600/4 0 0 49 12 13 0.81210 ± 0.00008

A small loss of K (12.5%) was also observed during the catalytic tests, which corresponds to the
results published in our previous work [11]. However, this trend was surprisingly not confirmed for all
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sets of the catalysts (not shown), which can be caused by a non-homogenous distribution of potassium
in the samples (caused by its bulk and surface migration and/or vaporization) and the complexity of
potassium content determination.

2.1.2. Textural Properties

The surface area of all catalysts was examined using N2 physisorption (one point Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) method) and selected results are summarized in Table 2. The specific surface areas varied
from 16 to 94 m2/g and from 12 to 44 m2/g for fresh and used catalysts, respectively. Specific surface area
decreased with rising calcination temperature and calcination time as well. A decrease in surface area
of about 20 m2/g was observed for each 100 ◦C jump in the temperature used for calcination. A sharp
decrease of surface area was also observed after catalytic measurements.

Pore size distributions of the selected samples reflecting the effect of K amount, calcination time
and calcination temperature are shown in Figure 1. The catalysts calcined at 500 ◦C showed unimodal
pore size distribution with a maximum around 30 nm. Longer calcination time did not affect pore
size distribution of the catalysts (Figure 1a). Lower potassium amount caused a slight shift of pore
sizes to higher values (Figure 1b). The same trend is visible in Figure 1c: After calcination at higher
temperatures accompanied by a decrease in K amount, the pore size shifted to higher values along with
the creation of new pores with diameters higher than 60 nm. The trend corresponds to the decrease in
surface area after calcination at higher temperatures and is probably connected with the collapse of
smaller pores and coalescence of the larger ones.

Figure 1. Pore size distribution of selected catalysts: (a) Effect of calcination time for samples K(II)/500/z,
(b) effect of K amount for samples K(x)/500/12 and (c) effect of calcination temperature for samples
K(III)/y/12.

2.1.3. Phase Composition

Spinel-type mixed oxide phase was detected in all samples by X-ray powder diffraction analysis
(Figures S1–S3 in Supplementary Materials). Very small diffraction line at about 38◦ present in the
samples calcined at lower temperatures can be ascribed to Mn2O3 (PDF-2 card No. 01-071-0636; see
Supplementary Materials, Figures S1–S3) or can simply be an artifact of the measurement, K-beta line
of the main spinel diffraction. Intensities of diffraction lines depend on the position of atoms in the
spinel unit cell, while the position depends on the shape and size of the unit cell [29]. The ratio between
spinel diffraction lines (111)/(220) and (220)/(444) is a measure of the occupancy of the tetrahedral cation
sites [30,31]. In our case lattice parameter a (Figure 2a), mean coherent domain size corresponding to
crystallinity (Figure 2b), and (220)/(440) intensities ratio I (Figure 2c) increased with rising calcination
temperature. All these parameters reflect the continuous process of gradual thermal crystallization of
the spinel, i.e., continuous conversion of disordered material into well X-ray diffracting oxides.
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Figure 2. Effect of calcination temperature on (a) spinel lattice parameter a, (b) coherent domain size Lc

and (c) I (220)/(440) intensities ratio.

The thermal behavior of a Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide system unmodified by potassium was previously
described by Kovanda et al. [30]. They found that after decomposition of layered double hydroxides
above 200–260 ◦C, nanocrystalline spinels are formed and spinels are the only phases present up to
900 ◦C. However, at temperatures of about 500 ◦C the segregation of Co rich spinel was observed, while
the incorporation of manganese into the spinel lattice proceeded during its further recrystallization
with increasing temperature accompanied by a lattice parameter increase, approaching the value
typical for Co3O4 (samples calcined at 500 ◦C) and the value typical for Co2MnO4 (samples calcined at
800 ◦C).

After careful inspection of the cell parameter changes, it was found out that Lc and a did not
depend on the K amount for samples calcined at 500 and 600 ◦C, while for samples calcined at 700
and especially at 800 ◦C, the obvious dependence on potassium concentration could be observed
(Figure 3a,b).

Figure 3. Dependence of (a) spinel lattice parameter a on K amount and (b) crystallinity Lc on K amount.
The numbers in the legend mean the calcination temperature.

With increasing calcination temperature and/or higher amount of potassium, in addition to the
spinel phase, a new phase containing potassium was also detected (Figures S1–S3 in Supplementary
Materials). The nature and stoichiometry of the new phase depended on the temperature as well as on the
potassium amount. Two different phases containing potassium were observed (Table 3)—cryptomelane
KMn8O16 (molar ratio K/Mn = 0.13; PDF-2, card No. 00-006-0547), which was clearly distinguishable
(marked as A) and another potassium manganese oxide phase (marked as B), which could be identified
as K2Mn4O8 (PDF-2, card No. 00-016-0205) or K1,39Mn3O6 (PDF-2, card No. 01-080-7317), both
having higher potassium/manganese molar ratio than cryptomelane (K/Mn = 0.5). The results of X-ray
diffraction (XRD) K-phase determination are shown in Table 3. Cryptomelane (A) was present in all
samples calcined at 500 ◦C and decomposed during calcination at above 600 ◦C, forming the potassium
manganese oxide phase (B). For the samples calcined at 600 ◦C, the type of present phase depended on
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the K content: For lower potassium amount cryptomelane was formed while for potassium amount
higher that 1 wt.%, the potassium manganese oxide phase was formed. The phase transformation
depending on temperature for samples containing approximately 2 wt.% of potassium is illustrated
in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials; the phase changes depending on potassium amount
for samples calcined at 600 and 800 ◦C are illustrated in Figures S2 and S3, respectively. Longer
calcination time did not affect the type of K-containing phase, only its degree of crystallinity (not
shown). The changes observed for samples calcined below the catalytic reaction temperature (650
and/or 700 ◦C) are in accordance with previous findings (Figures S1 and S2), since after the catalytic
reaction, the potassium phase in A form was not present and only type B phases were observed in all
tested samples (not shown).

Table 3. K-containing phases detected by XRD in Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide with different K-content and
calcined at different temperatures (fresh samples).

Calcination Temperature y (◦C)
Sample

K(I)/y/4 K(II)/y/4 K(III)/y/4 K(IV)/y/4

500 A A A A
600 A A B n.d.
700 B B B B
800 B B B B

A—KMn8O16 (cryptomelane), B—K2Mn4O8 or K1,39Mn3O6, n.d.—not determined.

Based on the XRD findings described above, it can be concluded that potassium is bonded mainly
to manganese. When there is not any potassium present in the sample or only a small amount, with
increasing calcination temperature manganese enters the spinel lattice as can be inferred from the
changes in lattice parameter, similarly as in a K-free Co4MnAlOx spinel [28]. On the other hand, when
a higher amount of potassium is present, more manganese is bonded to potassium and cannot enter
the spinel lattice at higher calcination temperatures and for that reason, the lattice parameters returned
to the values characteristic of the Co3O4 phase.

2.1.4. Surface Composition

The surface composition in the near-surface region and the chemical state of the elements over
three selected samples was examined using X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS). The following
samples were chosen in order to elucidate the effect of potassium presence as well as the effect of
calcination temperature:

(i) Sample without K,
(ii) Fresh sample modified by potassium calcined at 500 ◦C,
(iii) Used sample modified by potassium, which means that its structure corresponds to the sample

calcined at 700 ◦C and can be changed somehow by catalytic reaction intermediates.

The surface concentrations of elements were determined (Table 4) from the intensities (peak areas)
divided by the corresponding response factor [32]. Carbon correction was done for all samples. Apart from
the main elements—Co, Mn, Al, K and Na–the elements O and C were also determined. The K(0)/670/4
catalyst contains 4.18 at. % of Na on the surface. It remained in the catalyst after incomplete washing of the
precipitate by distilled water. The catalyst K(II)/500/12 prepared by bulk promotion of the precipitate with
K salt contains no Na and the finding indicates that the rest of sodium in the precipitate was interchanged
with potassium during the bulk promotion procedure. The concentrations of oxygen and carbon on the
surface were disregarded, and the atomic concentrations of metals were converted into weight percentages
to compare them with the values obtained from inductive coupled plasma (ICP) analysis (Table 5).
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Table 4. Surface concentrations determined using X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) data
evaluation in at. %.

Sample Co Mn Al O C K Na

(at. %) (at. %) (at. %) (at. %) (at. %) (at. %) (at. %)

K(0)/670/4 9.08 4.55 7.66 44.41 30.12 0 4.18
K(II)/500/12 9.37 4.07 8.25 44.26 30.99 3.07 0

K(II)/500/12_used 8.81 4.17 8.54 45.59 27.1 5.79 0

Table 5. Comparison of bulk (from inductive coupled plasma (ICP)) and surface (from XPS) catalysts
composition in wt.%.

Sample Co (wt.%) Mn (wt.%) Al (wt.%) K (wt.%) Na (wt.%)

Bulk Surface Bulk Surface Bulk Surface Bulk Surface Surface

K0/670/4 52.0 49.2 11.7 23.0 5.4 19.0 0.0 0 n.d.
KII/500/12 45.6 49.4 11.0 0.0 4.4 19.9 2.5 10.7 0

KII/500/12_used 44.0 43.1 10.1 19.0 5.0 19.1 1.9 18.8 0

As one can see from Table 5, the values of bulk and surface concentrations are not the same.
The following relations between surface and bulk concentrations can be seen (Table 6): Compared to bulk
content, surface of the catalysts shows identical concentration of cobalt, nearly twice as high concentration
of manganese and substantially higher concentrations of aluminum and potassium (when it is present).
The findings indicate that the catalyst particles contain equal cobalt concentration throughout the whole
volume, which is not changed during catalyst use. The surface of the non-promoted catalyst is enriched by
Al and Mn. The fresh K-promoted catalyst shows four times higher K concentration on the surface than in
the bulk and it means that K introduced by the bulk promotion method is located preferentially on the
catalyst surface. The K, Mn and Al surface enrichment was also observed in our previous works [33,34].

Table 6. Ratio of weight percentages of surface and bulk concentrations of the metals.

Sample
Surface/Bulk (Weight Ratio)

Co Mn Al K

K(0)/670/4 0.9 2.0 3.5 0
K(II)/500/12 1.1 1.8 4.5 4.3

K(II)/500/12_used 1.0 1.9 3.8 9.9

After the catalytic tests, further enrichment of the catalyst surface by K proceeds. The finding
confirms gradual diffusion of K from the bulk of the catalyst due to its movement from lower parts of
the catalyst particles to the surface during the tests at high reaction temperatures (>650 ◦C) and also
subsequent volatilization since chemical analysis showed reduced concentration of K in the catalyst
after catalytic tests.

Co 2p, Mn 2p, Al 2p, O 1s, K 2p and C 1s photoelectron spectra are presented in Figure S4 in
Supplementary Materials for the K(0)/670/4, K(II)/500/12 and K(II)/500/12_used catalysts. In all samples,
the deconvolution of the Co 2p3/2 region showed two peaks, main and satellite, with maxima at binding
energy (BE) 780.5 and 786.4 eV.

Distinction between Co3+ and Co2+ is very difficult, as the difference between corresponding
peaks is very small (Co3+: 779.19-779.81 eV, Co2+: 781.13 – 781.49 eV [35–40]). For identifying the
cobalt chemical state, the energy separation of 2p3/2 to 2p1/2 and satellite structure of Co 2p spectra
were used leading to the conclusion that both Co2+ and Co3+ chemical states are present. The shift
of binding energies of Co 2p3/2 electrons towards higher values compared to Co3O4 (BE = 779.5 eV)
could be related to the presence of other components (Al, Mn) [33].
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Relative percentage of the Co 2p3/2 satellite peak (Table 7) correlates with Co2+. Therefore,
K(II)/500/12_used catalyst spectrum indicated the highest and K(0)/670/4 the lowest amount of Co2+.
Manganese Mn 2p3/2 spectra showed one maximum at 641.9 eV indicating higher oxidation states. As
the peak was quite broad, the catalysts consist of a mixture of at least two manganese states with BE
corresponding to Mn3O4 and MnO2 [41]. Based on our previous research, Mn 2p3/2 was fitted by two
peaks corresponding to Mn3+ (641.4–641.7 eV) and Mn4+ (642.6–642.9 eV) [33]. The data showed that
K(II)/500/12_used catalyst contained higher amount of Mn4+ than the others. Aluminum in all samples
occurred in the form of Al3+.

Table 7. Binding energies and relative percentage (in parentheses) of fitted areas.

Sample
Co 2p3/2 Co 2p3/2 sat. Mn 2p3/2 Mn 2p3/2 O 1s O 1s O 1s

eV (%) eV (%) eV (%) eV (%) eV (%) eV (%) eV (%)

K(0)/670/4 780.5 (82) 786.4 (18) 641.4 (57) 642.6 (43) 529.9 (66) 531.4 (27) 532.7 (7)
K(II)/500/12 780.5 (70) 786.3 (24) 641.7 (58) 642.9 (42) 529.8 (57) 531.3 (33) 532.7 (10)

K(II)/500/12_used 780.5 (76) 786.4 (30) 641.4 (47) 642.6 (53) 529.7 (53) 531.2 (28) 532.8 (19)

Oxygen spectra were composed of three peaks at 529.91–529.61 (metal oxides), 531.42–531.13 (C–O
single bond, –OH group) and 532.76–532.67 (C=O double bond) eV. Approximately 50–60 relelative
% of oxygen signal is formed by oxygen bonded to metals, but particular metal oxides were not
possible to distinguish from the spectra. The rest of oxygen is bonded to carbon. For the samples
containing potassium (both fresh and after catalytic tests) a change in the shape of the peaks can be
seen. The changes indicate a slightly different oxidation state of metals.

Analysis of potassium in the fresh sample shows one state (BE 292.7 eV for K 2p3/2); for the used
sample, potassium shows two states (BE 292.7 and 294.8 eV for K 2p3/2). The common state for both
fresh and used samples is a K–Mn–O phase, while additional state of potassium in the used sample
(BE 294.8 eV) can be ascribed to K oxidized slightly during the catalytic reaction.

Obtained results indicate that K is affecting the oxidation state of Mn and Co in spite of the finding
that K is associated only with Mn in the potassium manganese oxide phase (XRD). The more K on the
surface, the more Co2+ was found on the surface at the expense of Co3+, indicating that the presence of
K causes the reduction of surface Co3+ to Co2+. Conversely, in the case of Mn, the proportion of Mn4+

at the expense of Mn3+ increases with increasing K content on the surface, i.e., the presence of K causes
oxidation of surface Mn3+ to Mn4+. This can be explained as follows: Since the amount of potassium
located in the catalyst in the potassium manganese oxide phase was not determined, there can still be
some amorphous potassium present in the vicinity of cobalt, which can influence the Co oxidation
state. No potassium phases were found out via high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) imaging, which suggests that some potassium was present as amorphous species. Moreover,
the catalyst consists of a mixed spinel oxide where both manganese and cobalt can be in different
oxidation states. In case the state of manganese is changed e.g., by interaction with potassium, it
will also cause a change in the cobalt oxidation state in the mixed oxide to maintain the neutrality
and/or phase parameters. It is known [28] that potassium adsorption on metal surfaces results in
substantial lowering of the surface potential on sites adjacent to a potassium atom, and a small, but
still significant, lowering of the potential on sites located further away. The long-range effect is caused
by a cumulative effect of all potassium atoms on the surface. The promotional effect of K has been
already well described in the case of N2O catalytic decomposition over K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed
oxides [42]. Potassium, due to its low ionization potential, enables the charge transfer to the transition
metal cations inducing an electric field gradient at the surface generated by the resulting dipole and
modification of the density of states characteristics.
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2.1.5. Reducibility

Reducibility of prepared catalysts was studied by temperature programmed reduction by hydrogen
(TPR-H2). The TPR patterns of the selected fresh and used non-promoted and K-promoted catalysts
are depicted in Figure 4. The non-promoted catalyst was reduced in two main temperature regions,
200–600 ◦C and >600 ◦C. The maximum temperature used during TPR-H2 was 600 ◦C in order to
avoid alkali vaporization and damage of the temperature conductivity detector (TCD)—for that
reason only low temperature peaks can be visible and discussed. Both reduction maxima consist of
overlapping peaks corresponding to the co-effect of several reducible species. The low-temperature
peak represents the reduction of CoIII

→ CoII
→ Co0 in the Co3O4-like phase and the reduction of

MnIV to MnIII oxides. MnIII
→MnII reduction can takes place in both temperature regions [43]. In the

K-promoted samples (Figure 4b,c), the reduction of K containing phases in the low temperature
region also cannot be excluded since the reduction of those species proceeds at temperatures between
200–450 ◦C [44–46]. The high temperature peak was attributed in the literature to the reduction of Co
and Mn ions surrounded by Al ions in a spinel-like phase [47] and to the reduction of MnIII.

Figure 4. TPR-H2 results of (a) non-promoted samples calcined at 500–800 ◦C, (b) fresh (dashed lines)
and used potassium non-promoted and promoted samples calcined at 600 ◦C and (c) fresh samples
calcined at 800 ◦C containing different amount of K.

For non-promoted samples, the different calcination temperature affected the position of the main
low-temperature peak and showed different behavior compared to the promoted samples. While
in both cases the low temperature peak shifted a little to higher temperatures for all samples due to
the catalytic reaction, the peak increased after the catalytic reaction for non-promoted samples, in
contrast to K-promoted samples where the peak area and especially the area of the low-temperature
peak decreased after catalytic testing (Figure 4b).

The effect of the K amount for fresh samples calcined at 800 ◦C is shown in Figure 4c and for used
samples calcined at 500 ◦C it is shown in Figure S5 in Supplementary Materials. The term “used samples”
means that they underwent NO catalytic decomposition tests, i.e., in a state corresponding to calcination
at 700 ◦C and influenced by the course of NO decomposition reaction as well. The modification of the
Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide by potassium caused significant changes in the obtained reduction profiles.
With increasing K content, a shift to lower temperatures accompanied by the broadening and subsequent
splitting of the peak into two was observed (Figure 4c). New low temperature maximum appeared at
around 300 ◦C. However, the trend of the new low temperature maximum differs depending on the
calcination temperature. For used samples (corresponding to calcination temperature 700 ◦C), the peak
shifted to lower temperatures with increasing amount of potassium. In the case of samples calcined at
800 ◦C, the peak shifted to lower temperatures at first and then moved back to higher temperatures.
The maxima of the main peak shifted to lower temperatures with increasing K amount (Figure S6 in
Supplementary Materials) regardless of the used calcination temperature.

The effect of calcination temperature on catalysts reducibility while maintaining the same K
amount was also observed. With increasing calcination temperature, the low-temperature peak shifted
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to higher temperatures, and started dividing into two with low temperature maximum at around
300 ◦C (Figure S7). A different situation was observed for the samples containing the lowest amount of
K (K(I)series), where no apparent changes related to calcination temperature were observed (Figure S8).

2.1.6. Basicity

Catalyst basicity is an important factor influencing chemical reactivity towards NO because of the
acidic nature of the NO molecule [48]. In the temperature programmed desorption of CO2 (TPD-CO2)
profile, several types of basic sites in mixed oxides were reported. Weak basic sites represent –OH
groups on the surface of the catalyst, medium sites consist of oxygen in Me2+

−O2−, Me3+
−O2− pairs and

strong basic sites correspond to the isolated O2− anions [49]. However, strict separation of individual
peaks above 140 ◦C reflecting the presence of medium (140–220 ◦C) or strong (>270 ◦C) basic sites is
not common in the literature.

TPD-CO2 measurements were performed with the aim to find differences in basicity of the
prepared catalysts. Since the catalytic activity achieved at a steady state is closer to the state of the
used sample (sample after catalytic reaction) than to the sample in the fresh state, the amount and type
of basic sites were mainly studied on the used samples. The comparison of the TPD-CO2 profile of
fresh and used catalysts is shown in Figure 5a. The effect of calcination temperature and potassium
content on the amount of basic sites is shown in Figure 5b,c.

Figure 5. Temperature programmed reduction (TPD) CO2 results: (a) Fresh (dashed line) and
used (full line) samples calcined at 600 or 800 ◦C for 4 h, (b) effect of calcination temperature over
K(II)/y/4_used samples calcined at different temperatures and (c) effect of K amount over used samples
(K(x)/500/12_used) calcined at 500 ◦C for 12 h.

In the TPD profiles of our samples, the presence of all types of basic sites was clear or observable
but in line with literature results, making a strict distinction was also not possible in our case; even
more than three types of sites could be visible in some cases. The sample without the K promoter
contains only weak basic sites (Figure 5b), and their amount is much lower than on fresh K-promoted
samples. The amount of basic sites changed after the catalytic reaction. The used samples also had a
lower amount of medium and strong basic sites in comparison with fresh samples and the type of
sites has also changed—the temperature maxima of medium and strong basic sites are lower for the
used samples. The most noticeable difference can be seen for the K(II)/600/4 fresh sample containing
significant amount of weak basic sites, which disappeared after calcination at a higher temperature and
also after the catalytic reaction. This can be explained by the fact that samples calcined at temperatures
lower than the reaction temperature were re-calcined during the catalytic tests, so the changes reflect
not only reaction-induced changes (the presence of intermediates and reaction products on the surface)
but also temperature-induced structural changes observed by XRD and TPR-H2.

It was found out for all measured samples that the amount of medium and strong basic sites
expressed as area under TPD-CO2 curve from the given temperature up to the end of desorption
(600 ◦C) was linearly dependent on the total amount of basic sites (Figure 6a). The CO2 consumption
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decreased with increasing calcination temperature (Figure 6b) and increased with increasing amount
of potassium (Figure 6c). From Figure 6c it can be deduced that potassium (0–3.1 wt.%) linearly
influenced the amount of basic sites determined in the temperature range higher than 250–400 ◦C (the
intercept of the regression line is almost zero), which is in agreement with our previous work [34].

Figure 6. TPD CO2 results: (a) Dependence of the amount of medium and strong basic sites on the
total amount of basic sites in temperature range of 0–600 ◦C, (b) dependence of the amount of basic
sites on the calcination temperature and (c) dependence of the amount of basic sites on the potassium
amount. Numbers in legend mean temperature region from which the amount of sites was calculated.

2.1.7. Phase Composition and Surface Elementary Mapping—TEM and STEM-EDS Analyses

Places with diffraction patterns typical for Co3O4 and Mn3O4 mixed oxides together with places
with amorphous structure (no orderly lattice planes) were identified in the HRTEM images with
FFT (fast Fourier transform; S9). This may suggest that some of the constituent elements form an
amorphous phase. The results are in agreement with Co and Mn chemical states on the catalysts’
surface determined by the XPS measurements and the presence of spinel phase found via XRD.

Scanning transmission microscopy using energy-dispersive X-Ray (EDS) analysis was used for 2D
atomic resolution chemical mapping of selected samples. Figure 7 shows results of scanning-transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) combined with energy-dispersive X-Ray (EDS) analysis for the K(II)600/4
fresh (a) and K(II)/600/4_used (b) samples. It is obvious that independently of the catalyst state, K is
distributed non-homogenously and correlates with the presence of Mn, while the dispersion of cobalt
and aluminum is different and more uniform. This indicates that potassium is preferentially bonded to
manganese. However, the lack of identified potassium phases in TEM images may suggest that potassium
is mainly present in amorphous form (potassium oxide) and/or is non-homogeneously distributed over
the surface. This finding correlates with XRD results, where the only potassium containing phase was the
K–Mn–O phase (not K–Co–O phase) of the amorphous character, present only in low amounts and thus
difficult to detect by XRD.

Figure 7. STEM-energy-dispersive X-Ray (EDS) analysis of K(II)/600/4 fresh (a) and used (b).

No significant difference was observed between the fresh and used sample.
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Particle size measurements of fresh and used samples (Figure 8) showed that after the catalytic
reaction, the particles get larger, which is consistent with the results of XRD measurements.

Figure 8. Particle size distribution in fresh and used K(II)/600/4 sample.

2.1.8. Work Function

Since it was previously found that catalytic activity correlates with electronic properties of the
catalyst surface for oxidation–reduction reactions [50], the influence of potassium doping on work
function (WF) was examined for K(IV) series. Potassium, due to its low ionization potential, transfers
charge to the catalyst and by formation of the Kδ+1

−Osurf
δ-ı surface dipoles modifies the catalyst work

function. According to previous studies [42], the lower the work function of the catalyst, the easier
is the oxygen release and thus a correlation of electronic properties, reactivity and reducibility can
be expected.

The measurement of WF was done at different conditions (in air or vacuum at room temperature
or at 150 ◦C). Since the WF value is very sensitive to the actual surface state, the measurement is
strongly influenced by external conditions, so it is more suitable to compare the magnitude of changes
in the WF value for the same conditions. In all cases only very small changes of WF were observed
for our samples (Table S10). The WF values in vacuum at room temperature are indicative of partial
cleaning of the surface. The decrease of WF from 500 to 800 ◦C shows a decrease in stability of the
weakly adsorbed surface water. Since the K desorption starts before the surface is completely cleaned,
it may be inferred that at these temperatures, a surface that is partially covered with water is taking
part in the reaction.

Relatively low values of work function indicate the appropriate redox properties of tested catalysts,
however a direct correlation of WF values and catalytic activity was not found in contrast to N2O
decomposition [42]. This could mean that redox properties are important but are not the only factor
influencing catalytic activity.

2.1.9. Species-Resolved Thermal Alkali Desorption

The stability of potassium on the catalyst surface was studied by species-resolved thermal alkali
desorption (SR-TAD). Samples calcined at different temperatures (600–800 ◦C) containing two different
amounts of potassium were tested. The maximum SR-TAD measurement temperatures are different
for each sample, since the used experimental set up did not allow fixing the temperature to a constant
value. The desorption flux of potassium during heating up to 650 ◦C was dominated by atoms in
comparison to ions. This is in line with the obtained relatively low work function values, which means
that the electron exchange process is easy. During the thermal desorption experiment the K-surface
bond is broken and the obtained desorption parameters (flux intensity, activation energy, Arrhenius
pre-exponential factor) describe not only the potassium surface stability but also contain information
about its surface state, including dispersion [51]. From the temperature-dependent changes of atomic
fluxes, it is obvious that potassium desorption from fresh samples can be measured in vacuum already
at temperatures of 400 ◦C and higher. For that reason, desorption of potassium from the catalyst is
possible at the temperatures used for calcination and during NO direct decomposition testing.

In the case of samples with lower amount of K (K(II) samples), non-monotonic curves of the
desorption signal dependent on temperature were observed for used samples, while fresh samples
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showed a monotonic increase. The exponential components of the signal were always dominant.
This indicates that the potassium promoter predominantly leaves the surface through a single energy
barrier. The local maxima, which appeared at lower temperatures, represent loosely-bonded potassium,
and indicate its non-homogenous distribution on the catalysts surface [52]. Redistribution of potassium
species upon thermal treatment can thus be identified. There are three different K species in the
K(II)/800/4 used sample, which were not present in the fresh samples. Very low measured desorption
flux intensities indicate that only small amounts of these species are present. Formation of different K
species can be connected with a chemical reaction, e.g., formation of nitrates or due to other reason,
e.g., formation of K2O or clusters of K. First peak could belong to the K–K bond e.g., from K2O, third
peak could be KNO3 due to a reaction of K with NO. The origin of the second peak was unknown.
The second peak was missing for K(II)/600/4 used. However, since no deactivation was observed in
long term catalytic experiments (Section 2.2. Direct NO decomposition), the new K species were not
significant for the catalytic reaction.

For K(IV) samples calcined at 500 and 600 ◦C only the third peak of loosely bonded potassium
species was present, probably representing KNO3 species (Figure 9b). The samples calcined at higher
temperatures were characterized only by a monotonic increase of signal, which means that loosely
bonded potassium species were already removed from the surface. However, the intensities were an
order of magnitude higher and were shifted to somewhat higher temperatures than for K(II) samples
(Figure 9a). In this case the KNO3 species were probably residuals from the catalyst’s synthesis, which
did not decompose during calcination below 600 ◦C [53].

Figure 9. Atomic K desorption flux as a function of temperature for (a) K(II)/600/4 and K(II)/800/4 fresh
and used samples and (b) used K(II)/800/4 and K(IV)/y/12 samples.

It is interesting that the variance between K atomic desorption flux as a function of the temperature
obtained during heating and during cooling was different for different samples (not shown). Higher
desorption flux during heating than during cooling was observed for K(IV)/500/4 and K(IV)/600/4;
higher desorption flux during cooling was observed for K(IV)/700/4, K(IV)/800/4 and K(II)/700/4; almost
the same flux during cooling and heating was found for K(II)/600/4 and crossing of the lines during
heating and cooling was visible for K(II)/800/4 and for used samples. If the signal during heating is
higher than during cooling it means that some potassium was already lost during the heating period
while when the dependence was the opposite it means that potassium was being accumulated and
segregated on the surface during heating. The K(IV)/500/4 and K(IV)/600/4 had the highest amount
of potassium and were calcined at the lowest temperatures. For that reason, the observed process
of potassium loss was more pronounced for these samples than for samples with lower amounts of
potassium or samples already used in the reaction. Based on the different flux profiles obtained during
the heating and cooling processes it could be concluded that potassium migration takes place during
SR-TAD measurement via three processes: Diffusion inside the bulk, agglomeration on the surface and
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thermal desorption [54]. These processes also probably take place during the stabilization period of the
catalytic reaction, which for this type of catalyst requires 10–20 h (see Section 2.2.1 Long term stability).

The desorption activation energies for fresh and used samples determined from the linear parts of
the corresponding Arrhenius plots during cooling, assuming first order kinetics, are given in Table 8.
The activation energies of desorption correspond to the strength of a surface chemical bond, which
breaks during the desorption process and can be used as a parameter for the evaluation of K surface
stability [52]. The obtained values of Ea clearly showed that the activation energy was decreasing with
rising calcination temperature and only a very small difference was detected for fresh and used samples
(Table 8). Different activation energies revealed changes in the potassium surface state. The attribution
of the observed particular activation energies to specific potassium states could be done based on the
reference data published in [18], where Ea ~2–2.5 eV was found to be characteristic for potassium
located on cobalt spinel oxide, while Ea ~1.4–1.8 was attributed to potassium placed on aluminum
oxide support. In our case, the decrease of activation energies caused by the increase of catalyst
calcination temperature could be connected to potassium migration.

Table 8. Activation energies of K desorption for selected samples.

Sample Activation Energy (eV)

K(IV)/500/12 2.7
K(IV)/600/12 2.6
K(IV)/700/12 2.3
K(IV)/800/12 2.2
K(II)/600/4 2.3
K(II)/700/4 2.3
K(II)/800/4 1.9

K(II)/600/4 used 2.1
K(II)/800/4 used 1.8

2.2. Direct NO Decomposition

Direct NO decomposition was studied over all samples described in Section 4.1 Catalyst preration.
Two types of measurements, given in Section 4.3 Catalyst measurements were performed.

2.2.1. Long Term Stability

The effect of calcination temperature, calcination time and potassium amount on the long term stability
of K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed oxides in direct NO decomposition was studied. Time dependences of
NO conversion over K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed oxides calcined at 500, 600, 700 or 800 ◦C are depicted
in Figure 10a. Time dependences of NO conversion over K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed oxides with
different amount of potassium promoter are depicted in Figure 10b. Time dependences of NO conversion
over K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed oxides calcined at 500 ◦C for 4 h or 12 h are depicted in Figure 10c.
All promoted samples showed similar trends. A stable performance was achieved after a 20 h period and
was maintained until the end of the catalytic test—for 80 h.

During the catalytic tests, the specific surface area decreased and potassium volatilization took
place. For that reason, it was supposed that longer calcination time could shorten the stabilization
period of NO decomposition. However, the sample calcined for 12 h showed similar stabilization period
(time as well as trend). It means that processes that take place during calcination differ from processes
taking place during the stabilization period of NO catalytic decomposition and the latter processes are
connected with reaction itself—in other words with the adsorption/desorption processes, the surface
coverage by reactants or reaction intermediates or the reaction-induced surface reconstruction, rather
than with strictly physical processes.
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Figure 10. Long-term stability of (a) K(II)/y/4, (b) K(x)/500/12 and (c) K(II)/500/z and K(0)/600/4 in direct
NO catalytic decomposition. Conditions: 1000 ppm NO balanced by N2, T = 650 ◦C, Gas Hourly Space
Velocity (GHSV) = 6 l g−1 h−1.

In previous studies it was proposed that the stabilization period is connected with alkali metal
vaporization [11], which surely takes place within the time on stream. However, it is interesting that
the stabilization process in all cases consists of two parts. The first one is characterized by a fast drop
in NO conversion and takes place up to 10 h. Then the conversion drop tends to slow down and lasts
for the next 10 h. Since the samples were calcined and some potassium already vaporized during
calcination it seems peculiar that the rate of potassium loss followed the fast trend in activity drop
(first region) and it seemed that besides alkali vaporization there could be another reason, especially
for the first part of the stabilization process of NO catalytic decomposition.

2.2.2. Catalytic Activity

The effect of calcination temperature, calcination time and potassium amount on the catalytic
activity of K-promoted Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide in direct NO decomposition was studied in order to
define the most suitable conditions at which the most active and stable catalyst can be prepared.

Temperature dependences of NO conversion over K(II) samples calcined for different time periods
and at different temperatures are depicted in Figure 11a. The effect of calcination time on catalytic
activity was not observed. In Figure 11a, there is moreover a comparison of obtained steady state
conversions for K(II)/500/4 sample when different procedures of catalytic measurement were applied.
Surprisingly, similar conversions were obtained in case when the sample was heated as well as in case
when the sample was stabilized first at 650 ◦C and then was cooled down. For comparison, the NO
conversions over the samples from the same set K(II) calcined at different temperatures are also shown
in Figure 11a. No significant differences in conversions were found out for these catalysts. Since a
change in the K–Mn–O phase of used samples was observed using XRD, it can be concluded that the
effect of K on NO conversion is independent on the form of the K–Mn–O phase in which potassium
was incorporated. Gradual crystallization of the spinel up to 800 ◦C (visible from characterizations)
did not affect the catalytic activity.

A different situation was observed for the samples containing a lower amount of potassium
(K(I) series, around 0.7 wt.% K, Figure 11 b). The activity measured via a heating process was lower
than activity measured via a standard cooling process. Moreover, the samples calcined at higher
temperatures always exhibited higher activity than the samples calcined at lower temperatures.

The temperature dependence of NO conversion over K-promoted samples containing various
amount of K promoter is shown on Figure 11c. The obtained conversions were different; however, the
dependence on K content was not linear. Deeper insight into the observed phenomenon is given in
Section 3.
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Figure 11. Temperature dependence of the NO conversion (a) the effect of calcination temperature and
time, K(II)/y/z catalysts, (b) effect of different procedures of catalytic measurement, K(I)/y/z catalysts and the
(c) effect of K content, K(x)/500/12 catalysts. Conditions: 1000 ppm NO balanced by N2, GHSV = 6 l g−1 h−1.

3. Discussion

The aim of the work was to correlate physico-chemical properties of catalyst samples with
their catalytic activity and stability and to define appropriate conditions for catalyst preparation and
parameters influencing de-NO activity. The determination of appropriate preparation conditions is
necessary for further optimization of the catalyst. The defined properties can help avoiding phase
transformation processes during the catalytic reaction and allow making presumptions about the
alkali metal amount in the calcined sample and determining the appropriate way of catalyst testing
to compare samples, which are truly comparable, and not only apparently so (which are actually in
different states).

Catalytic activity is often affected by the specific surface area of the catalysts. In our case, no
dependence of the catalytic activity on surface area was found out. The samples containing a similar
amount of K had similar activity regardless of the specific surface area determined both for the fresh
and the used catalysts (Figure 12a).

Figure 12. Dependence of NO conversion at 650 ◦C on (a) the surface area of fresh and used K promoted
Co–Mn–Al mixed oxides containing similar amount of K (2 wt.%), (b) K amount and (c) calcination
temperature. Conditions: 1000 ppm NO balanced by N2, GHSV = 6 l g−1 h−1.

The most evident parameter influencing catalytic activity was the K amount; however, the effect
of the K amount was not so straightforward. While NO conversions over catalysts with K amount
higher than 1 wt.% had similar values, the sample K(I)/500/12 (0.7 wt.% K) was significantly less
active. For this reason, the dependence of NO conversion on the K amount determined via atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) in fresh samples was depicted for all tested samples regardless of time
and temperature used for calcination to elucidate the effect of K amount on the resulting catalytic
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activity (Figure 12b). It is obvious that NO conversion reached a maximum at around 2–3 wt.% K
and with further K increase, a gradual decrease of NO was observed. Haneda et al. [22] reported that
NO decomposition takes place at the interface between the alkali metal and mixed oxide and that an
optimal K/Co ratio for the reaction exists. Their results showed a similar trend as our results—initial
increase of activity with increasing potassium amount followed by a plateau.

A very interesting feature was observed when the conversion of NO was plotted versus the
calcination temperature (Figure 12c). For samples containing more than 1 wt.% K, the conversion of
NO did not depend on the calcination temperature up to 700 ◦C and a small decrease was observed for
samples calcined at 800 ◦C. This was especially noticeable for the samples containing higher amounts
of potassium. The fully opposite trend was observed for samples containing below 1 wt.% K—the
conversion increased monotonously with rising temperature and samples calcined at 800 ◦C reached
the same conversion as samples containing a higher amount of potassium. The redistribution of
potassium on the catalyst surface due to thermal treatment probably took place and the process was
sensitive to potassium amount. This is in accordance with the TAD results, where thermally induced
processes of potassium diffusion, migration and desorption were confirmed.

NO conversion is not dependent only on the weight percentage of potassium in the sample, but
also depends on the normalized potassium loading expressed as number of potassium atoms per m2

surface area. NO conversion sharply increased at first and after reaching a critical amount of potassium
loading (2 K atoms/nm2), NO conversion slowly decreased with increasing normalized potassium
loading (Figure 13).

Figure 13. The dependence of NO conversion at 650 ◦C on normalized potassium loading.

The potassium promoter enhances additional catalyst basicity, thus the effect of K amount on
activity should also be related to basic properties of the catalysts. A close correlation of the amount
of desorbed CO2 and the NO decomposition activity on Co3O4 mixed oxides was published by
Haneda [55], where the activity of supported alkaline earth metal oxide catalysts was not related
only to the number of basic sites, but also to the strength of basic sites, irrespective of the type of
alkaline earth elements. Hong [56] claimed that the addition of alkaline earth components increased
the number of basic sites together with their basicity and also correlated NO decomposition activity
with the catalyst basicity. Palomares [57] studied multifunctional catalysts/storage materials based on
mixed oxides derived from modified layered double hydroxides and concluded that the role of cobalt
sites is to oxidize NO to NO2. The formed NO2 was quickly adsorbed on the basic sites of the catalyst
to form nitrites and nitrates on the catalyst surface [57]; the addition of sodium increased the alkalinity
of the system resulting in a higher storage capacity of NOx as nitrates. For that reason, alkali metals
are often present in NOx storage/reduction catalysts.

In Figure 6c the results of TPD CO2 are given also for the samples without potassium, which are
not active in NO decomposition (“zero point”). It is evident that when the area of peaks above 250
and 300 ◦C were taken into account, the “zero point” suited the trend, while in other cases (below and
above these temperatures) the zero point did not match the shown dependences. Therefore, it was
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assumed that basic sites having temperature maxima between 250 and 400 ◦C could play an important
role in NO catalytic decomposition. Simultaneously, the most active samples were those with basic
sites characterized by the maximum in TPD spectra at about 430 ◦C (Figure 14a). The type of sites
seems to be more important than their amount if a minimal critical amount of potassium (and thus
basic sites) was ensured. A minimal critical amount of potassium, >1 wt.% K, could be estimated from
Figure 14b where NO conversion remained constant after a certain amount of basic sites.

Figure 14. (a) The dependence of NO conversion on the temperature maximum of the main peak
acquired from TPD CO2 results, (b) the dependence of NO conversion on the temperature maximum of
the main peak acquired from TPR-H2 and (c) the dependence of the NO conversion on the amount of
basic sites.

The catalyst’s activity was also connected with its reducibility—the optimal temperature (370–400 ◦C)
of the main reduction peak was necessary for achieving the best catalytic performance (Figure 14c). It
means that the optimal strength of the transition metal–oxygen bond is necessary for achieving a high
activity for NO decomposition. Since the temperature of the maxima of the main peak shifted to lower
temperatures with increasing K amount (Figure S6 in Supplementary Materials), the optimum K amount
ensuring desired reducibility is essential. Nevertheless, the reducibility is not the only factor influencing
catalyst activity, since the work function did not correlate directly with catalyst activity.

In general, NO direct catalytic decomposition proceeds via the following steps [58]: NO adsorption,
reactions of adsorbed NO on the surface leading to formation of NOx species, decomposition of surface
NOx species and desorption of N2 and O2. The surface ionic NOx species are commonly mentioned
reaction intermediates of NO decomposition. Haneda [22,58] proposed that over alkali metal doped
Co3O4 catalysts, NO2

− species probably react with another NO adspecies resulting in the formation of
N2Ox intermediates, which decompose very fast into gaseous N2 and adsorbed oxygen species. In the
literature, it was most often considered that oxygen desorption is the rate determining step; however,
some other steps like the attack of second NO molecule on the oxygen vacancy, NO2 formation,
N2O formation and decomposition were also considered by different authors [59,60]. Anyway, the
suggestion that the formation of N2 is directly caused from the collision of two activated nitrogen
atoms and that formation of O2 is combined by the two adsorbed oxygen atoms is valid across a lot of
different studies [60].

The active catalytic material has to ensure different functionalities according to the NO decomposition
mechanism. The role of transition metals is to oxidize NO to NO2 [61], while the formed NO2 is adsorbed
on the basic sites of the catalyst to form nitrites and nitrates. Here the charge neutrality for the formation
of NO2

− or NO3
− species can be retained by oxidation of Mex+ cation to form Mex+1, where Me is Co

or Mn. In order to close the catalytic cycle via oxygen desorption, the presence of transition metal with
appropriate redox properties is again important.
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Our results show that potassium presence in Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide influences not only basic
properties connected to NO adsorption and NOx storage, but also redox properties, which are necessary
for the activation of NO molecule and oxygen desorption.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Catalyst Preparation

The Co–Mn–Al layered double hydroxide precursor with the Co:Mn:Al molar ratio of 4:1:1
was prepared by coprecipitation of corresponding nitrates in an alkaline Na2CO3/NaOH solution.
The precipitate was filtered off, washed with water, dried and calcined at 500, 600, 670, 700 or 800 ◦C
for 4 or 12 h in static air.

Samples modified with potassium promoter were prepared by the bulk promotion method.
The washed precipitate of Co–Mn–Al layered double hydroxide precursor was dispersed in an aqueous
KNO3 solution of different concentrations and the dried filtration cake was calcined in air at 500–800 ◦C
for 4 or 12 h and denoted as K(x)/y/z, where x means modification by different K amounts (the same
sample group means that sample was modified by the same amount of K before calcination), y means
calcination temperature (◦C) and z means calcination time (h).

The catalytic activity was measured for 24 samples (K(II)/500/4, K(II)/600/4, K(II)/700/4, K(II)/800/4,
K(I)/500/12, K(II)/500/12, K(III)/500/12, K(IV)/500/12, K(I)/600/4, K(I)/800/4, K(II)/700/12, K(III)/700/12,
K(IV)/700/12, K(III)/800/12, K(IV)/800/12, K(III)/600/12, K(IV)/600/12, K(I)/700/12, K(0)/800/4, K(0)/700/4,
K(0)/600/4, K(0)/670/4, K(V)/700/4 and K(V)/800/4), the characterization was done only for selected samples.

4.2. Catalyst Characterization

Chemical composition of the laboratory prepared catalysts was determined by atomic absorption
spectrometry (AAS) or inductive coupled plasma (ICP) spectrometry. K, Co, Mn and Al were analyzed
using AAS on a ContrAA 700 atomic absorption spectrometer (Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany)
using flame atomization technique. Approximately 50 mg of the sample in powder form was weighed
in teflon vessels of a SK-15 rotor of a microwave digestion system (Milestone Ethos Up, Sorisole,
Italy). Nitric (2 mL) and hydrochloric (6 mL) acids were added (both p.a. (proanalysis) purity, Penta
chemicals, Prague, Czech Republic) to form aqua regia and vessels were closed. The digestion program
has three steps with power output set to maximum (1800 W, not applied full time): (1) 10-min ramp
from laboratory temperature to 220 ◦C; (2) 15 min hold at 220 ◦C and (3) 30 min cooling. After cooling,
vessels were opened, the sample solutions transferred into 50 mL volumetric flasks, washings were
added to the sample and the flasks were filled up to 50 mL with deionized water. With each batch of
digestions one blank digestion was performed. For each element different wavelength and flame type
was applied: 766.49 nm and C2H2/Air for K, 240.73 nm and C2H2/Air for Co, 279.48 nm and C2H2/Air
for Mn and 396.15 nm and C2H2/N2O for Al.

For ICP measurements the Agilent 725 ICP OES Spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Mulgrave,
Australia) was used. 0.1 g of sample in powder form was dissolved in aqua regia and transferred
to a 250 mL volumetric flask. Metals (K, Co, Mn, Al) were analyzed on an emission spectrometer
with inductively coupled plasma using the calibration curve method with standard solutions by the
Merck company.

Phase composition and microstructural properties were determined using the X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD) technique. XRD patterns were obtained using Rigaku SmartLab powder diffractometer
(Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with a D/teX Ultra 250detector. The source of X-ray irradiation was Co tube
(CoKα, λ1 = 0.178892 nm, λ2 = 0.179278 nm) operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. Incident and diffracted
beam optics were equipped with 5◦ Soller slits; incident slits were set up to irradiate a 10 × 10 mm
area of the sample (automatic divergence slits) constantly. Slits on the diffracted beam were set up
to a fixed value of 8 and 14 mm. The powder samples were gently grinded using agate mortar
before analysis and pressed using microscope glass in a rotational sample holder and measured in the
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reflection mode (Bragg–Brentano geometry). The samples rotated (30 rpm) during the measurement
to eliminate the preferred orientation effect. The XRD patterns were collected in a 2θ range 5–90◦

with a step size of 0.01◦ and speed of 0.5◦ min−1. Measured XRD patterns were evaluated using the
PDXL 2 software (version 2.4.2.0) and compared with the PDF-2database, release 2015.XRD patterns
were analyzed using the LeBail method (software PDXL2) to refine lattice parameters of the spinel
like phase. Background of the patterns was determined using B-Spline function, peak shapes were
modeled with a pseudo-Voigt function accounting for a peak asymmetry due to axial divergence.
Mean coherent domain corresponding to spinel crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s
formula with correction to the instrumental broadening. Mean coherent domain corresponding to
spinel crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer’s formula from spinel hkl reflections (220), (211),
(400), (511) and (440). The calculated value was corrected to the instrumental broadening using silicon
standard (NIST SRM 640d).

Superficial elemental analyses were performed by XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer ESCA
3400, Kratos, Manchester, England; base pressure better than 5·10−7 Pa), using a polychromatic Mg
X-ray source (Mg Kα, 1253.4 eV). Powder for the XPS measurement was impressed into a carbon tape
(double sided adhesive carbon tape, SPI Supplies). The carbon tape was completely covered by the
powder; therefore, only a very low signal originated from the carbon tape itself. Composition of the
powder was determined without any annealing (Ar+ ion gun, 0.5 kV, 10 mA, 90 s). For all spectra, the
Shirley background was subtracted and elemental compositions of layers were calculated from the
areas of Co 2p, Mn 2p, Al 2p, O 1s, C 1s, Na and K 2p. The carbon correction was done by setting the
position of C 1s peak to 284.8 eV.

The electron microscope Tecnai G2 20 X-TWIN FEI Company, equipped with: A LaB6 gun,
HAADF detector and an EDS spectrometer (energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy) (FEI company,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was used to display the prepared catalysts. Microscopic studies of the
catalysts were carried out at an accelerating voltage of the electron beam equal to 200 kV. The elements
mapping was carried out in the STEM mode by collecting point by point the EDS spectrum of each of
the corresponding pixels in the map. The collected maps were presented in the form of a matrix of
pixels with the color mapped significant element and the intensity corresponding to the percentage
of the element. Before STEM measurement, the catalysts were grinded in an agate mortar to a fine
powder. The resulting powders were mixed with 99.8% ethanol (POCH) to form a slurry, which was
subsequently inserted into an ultrasonic homogenizer for 20 s. Then, the slurry containing the catalyst
was pipetted and supported on a 200 mesh copper grid covered with Lacey Formvar and stabilized
with carbon (Ted Pella Company, Redding, USA) and left on the filter paper until the ethanol has
evaporated. Subsequently, the samples deposited on the grid were inserted into a holder and placed
into the electron microscope.

N2 physisorption at −196 ◦C was performed on AutoChem II (Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA)
and the one point BET method was used for specific surface area evaluation. Before analysis, each
sample was degassed for one hour at 450 ◦C in He flow of 50 mL/min. After degassing, the mixture
of 30 mol. % N2 and 70 mol. % He was applied to the sample that was immersed in liquid nitrogen.
The amount of N2 adsorbed at liquid nitrogen temperature was used to calculate the surface area.

Nitrogen physisorption measurements were also carried out on the 3Flex adsorption apparatus
(Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA). The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms were measured at
77 K after 120 h degassing of the samples at 350 ◦C. The specific surface area, SBET, was calculated
according to the classical Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory for the p/p0 range = 0.05–0.30. Pore-size
distribution was calculated from the adsorption branch of the nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm
using the Barret–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method, the empirical Broekhoff–De Boer standard isotherm
and assuming cylindrical pore geometry.

The temperature programmed reduction by hydrogen (TPR-H2) was carried out on Autochem II
2920 (Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA) with a sample amount 0.07 g. Prior to the TPR experiments,
the samples were outgassed in the flow of pure argon (50 mL/min) at 600 ◦C for 60 min, cooled down
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to 30 ◦C in the same atmosphere and afterwards the TPR runs were performed in the flow of 10 mol.%
H2/Ar (50 mL/min) with a heating rate 20 ◦C/min in the temperature range of 30–600 ◦C. After reaching
600 ◦C, the temperature was kept constant for 20 min. A cold trap (−78 ◦C) was applied to eliminate
the water evolved during experiments.

Temperature programmed desorption of CO2 (TPD-CO2) was carried out on Autochem II 2920
(Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA) connected on-line to a mass spectrometer (Prevac). A sample
amount of 0.07 g was used. The procedure involved the activation of the samples in flowing He
(50 mL/min) at 600 ◦C (1 h), cooling to 28 ◦C (adsorption temperature), and adsorbing CO2 from a
stream of He-CO2 (50 %; 1 h). The flow rate of the gas mixture was 50 mL/min. To remove physically
adsorbed CO2, the samples were purified for 110 min in the helium stream (50 mL/min) at 28 ◦C and
subsequent desorption (TPD-CO2) was carried out in the temperature range of 28–600◦C (20 ◦C/min)
under helium flow (50 mL/min).

Thermal stability of alkali metal promoters was investigated by the species resolved thermal
alkali desorption (SR-TAD) method. The experiments were carried out in a vacuum apparatus with
a background pressure of 10−7 kPa. The samples in the form of wafers (10 mm diameter, 100 mg
weight) were heated up from room temperature to 650 ◦C in a stepwise mode at the rate of 5 ◦C min−1.
The desorption flux of potassium atoms was determined by means of a surface ionization detector,
whereas the flux of ions was determined with an ion collector. During the measurements, the samples
were biased with a positive potential (+10 and +100 V for atoms and ions, respectively) to quench
the thermal emission of electrons and additionally, in the case of ions, to accelerate them towards
the collector. In this way, the possibility of reneutralization of ions by thermal electrons outside of
the surface is effectively eliminated. In all measurements, the resulting positive current was directly
measured with a Keithley 6512 digital electrometer (Cleveland, USA).

The redox properties of the catalysts were investigated by work function measurement using the
Kelvin Probe (KP) method. The experiments were carried out in a vacuum apparatus with a background
pressure of 10−7 kPa. The samples in the form of wafers (10 mm diameter, 100 mg weight) were
measured first at room temperature and pressure, then at room temperature and vacuum, then heated
to 400 ◦C at the rate of 20 ◦C min−1 and then after 30 min left to cool down to 150 ◦C and measured at
this temperature, and after cooling down to room temperature measured again. For the measurements
a KP 6500 (McAllister Technical Services, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, USA) reference electrode with a work
function φref = 4.1 eV was used. The work function of a sample was evaluated based on 20 independent
values of contact potential difference between the sample and the reference electrode.

Characterization of the catalysts was done for fresh samples but in some cases also for samples
used in catalytic tests, since some changes of the physico-chemical properties induced by the NO
decomposition reaction as well as resulting from long term high temperature exposition were expected.

4.3. Catalytic Measurements

Catalytic NO decomposition was performed in an integral fixed bed stainless steel reactor of 6 mm
internal diameter. The catalyst bed contained 0.5 g of the sample with a particle size of 0.16–0.315 mm.
Total flow was kept at 49 mL min−1 (20 ◦C, atmospheric pressure). An infrared spectrometer Ultramat
6 (Siemens, Karlsruhe, Germany ) was used for NO online analysis. The low-temperature NO2/NO
converter (TESO Ltd., Prague, Czech Republic) was connected at the bypassed line before the NO
analyzer and the gas for analysis was periodically switched through the convertor in order to analyze
the sum of NOx and thus control the amount of NO2. The presence of N2O species was controlled on
an FTIR spectrometer Antaris IGS (Nicolet, Prague, Czech Republic). The measurement error of NO
conversion was determined by repeated measurements as ±5% (absolute error).

The typical procedure was as follows: After catalyst activation (heating in N2, then 1 h in N2 at
650 ◦C), the NO catalytic decomposition at 650 ◦C was measured for 50 h to reach steady state. After
this period, when stable performance was achieved, the temperature dependence of NO conversion
was determined with cooling rate of 5 ◦C min−1 and the catalysts activity was measured for 3 h at each
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temperature (640 ◦C, 620 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 580 ◦C and 560 ◦C). After the conversion curve measurement,
the reactor was heated back to 650 ◦C and catalysts stability after 80 h was evaluated. In case the
performance was stable, the catalyst was heated to 700 ◦C and steady state NO conversion at 700 ◦C
was measured. In order to elucidate phases evolution in the studied K/Co–Mn–Al system and to
choose the best calcination temperature related to catalytic activity as well as to catalyst stability, the
calcination temperatures of 500 and 600 ◦C were also applied.

For two selected samples (K(II)/500/4, K(II)/600/4), the catalytic activity measurement was
performed not only by the procedure given above but it was also adjusted as follows: After catalyst
activation (heating in N2, then 1 h in N2 at 650 ◦C), the NO catalytic decomposition at 500 ◦C was
measured until reaching stable performance. After that the temperature was raised to 560 ◦C and the
measurement was performed until reaching stable performance. The same step was repeated for 600
and 650 ◦C. For the rest of the samples calcined at 500 or 600 ◦C measured by the described typical
procedure, it is necessary to keep in mind that they were actually re-calcined to 650 ◦C during the
activation and measurement of NO catalytic decomposition at 650 ◦C.

5. Conclusions

From the results obtained in this work, we can conclude that Co-Mn-Al oxides promoted by
potassium are active in direct NO decomposition. The activity is given by the diversity of active surface
sites. The presence of potassium improves catalysts’ basicity and reducibility, both factors influencing
the catalytic deNO activity.

The calcination temperature affects the specific surface area, pore size, reducibility, basicity, the
alkali metal volatilization process, the amount of residual potassium (after volatilization) and phase
composition of the catalyst. XRD measurements showed that the presence of alkali metal influenced the
position of atoms in the spinel unit cell as well as the shape and size of the unit cell. The calcination time
affects the specific surface area, amount of residual potassium and catalyst crystallinity. The type of the
potassium-containing phase is temperature dependent; however, if a sufficient amount of potassium
promoter is present at the surface, the surface state of K does not influence NO conversion. The best
catalytic performance was achieved for catalysts containing more than 1 wt.% of K. The calcination
temperatures of 700 and 800 ◦C were found to be the best for direct NO decomposition regarding
achieved activity as well as potassium promoter stability.

The schematic diagram of the catalyst changes taking place during preparation and NO catalytic
decomposition is given in Figure 15.

Figure 15. The schematic diagram of the potassium modified Co–Mn–Al mixed oxide catalyst changes
during preparation and NO catalytic decomposition.
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The resulting potassium phases differ according to the applied potassium amount and the
temperature used for calcination, which are subject to subsequent changes (diffusion, migration,
redistribution, volatilization) during the catalytic process. However, if the minimal critical amount of
potassium is reached (>1 wt.% K), a stable and active catalyst is obtained.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/9/7/593/s1,
Figure S1: XRD results for samples K(II)/y/4., Figure S2: XRD results for samples K(x)/600/z., Figure S3: XRD
results for samples K(x)/800/z., Figure S4: XPS results., Figure S5: TPR H2—effect of potassium amount., Figure S6:
Tmax (from TPR H2) dependence on K amount, Figure S7: TPR H2—effect of calcination temperature for samples
K(II)/y/4., Figure S8: TPR H2—effect of calcination temperature for samples K(I)/y/z., Table S9: Work function of
selected samples.
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